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SendaRide provides customized, door-to-door transportation. We use our own trained drivers, called Care
Partners, to provide safe and compassionate transportation for your residents.

Today, there are about 8.4 million senior citizens who depend on others for their transportation. Very
soon, the number of older drivers will more than double, making the issue of senior transportation
even more critical. In fact, according to the Administration on Aging, by the year 2030 the number of
drivers over age 85 will be 4 – 5 times what it is today
Often a non-driving individual feels that he or she must always plan around others’ schedules, and these
feelings can make asking family and friends for transportation incredibly difficult.
SendaRide provides customized, door-to-door transportation. We aren’t focused on providing
transportation for the masses. We are focused on providing transportation for those who need a helping
hand, by someone with patience and compassion. We use our own trained and highly vetted drivers,
called Care Partners, to provide safe and compassionate transportation for your residents.
Through our innovative technology and carefully selected Care Partners, SendaRide offers an industryleading transportation service, designed to assist you and your residents in maintaining independence
when necessary and providing a positive experience.

HOW OUR CARE PARTNERS ARE DIFFERENT:

•

A high percentage of our drivers have a background in the healthcare industry and are typically
between the ages of 45 and 60 years of age. Often these drivers are retired from the healthcare
industry, working for SendaRide to give back to the community.

•

Rides are “customized” because the best driver is matched to the rider’s needs. Businesses list
any attributes the rider has, such as blind, hearing impaired, uses a walker, English is second
language and we match the rider with the best suited driver for their needs.

•

Rides are “concierge" because the drivers are required to get out of the car and greet the rider at
their door each and every time. They are also required to walk the rider into their destination to
ensure they reach their destination safely.

•

Every driver is interviewed in person and their cars are inspected in person.

•

We offer multiple levels of driver credentialing, depending on the business’s preference.
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